IBM Mail migration services

You want to move to IBM cloud mail pain free in the fastest time possible, lowest cost and highest fidelity. You may be using
another IBM messaging product or a competing product. Tap into our worldwide proven experience migrating mail for a
smooth transition from on premise to Cloud, to minimize impact and disruption, to begin leveraging your cloud investment
sooner
Here is how this partnership is organized:

Our customers need to:

During this project IBM will do the following:
Work with your team on upfront planning and preparation for the
cloud migration.

Meet the minimum requirements for the Smart Cloud Upgrade
Factory project and IBM Verse

Provide prerequisites for Hybrid installation
Give IBM impersonation. Or service account access to your
email so we can access and move your data to the cloud,

Install the hybrid infrastructure
Install the required migration tooling
When your remediation and planning is complete. IBM will move
your email, contact and calendar data into IBM Verse directly from
existing email platform.

Continue to manage your existing mail platform until we've upgraded
each user to IBM Verse.

We will send reports on upgrade status including completed upgrades
and unresolved errors that need to be addressed.

Provide to IBM at least 300 mail accounts per day to migrate,
1500 to 2500 mailboxes per week

Provide IBM Verse technical experts to provide assistance to your
company in resolving any technical issues during the transition and
provisioning to the cloud

Communicate, train and support your users during the upgrade
process.

1) Experience Smooth transition from on premise to Cloud
2)Minimal impact and disruption
3)Begin to leverage Cloud investment sooner
4)No need to purchase 3rd party migration tools

5)Proven “Factory process”

Achieve an impressive migration speed and leave out undue risk by partnering with IBM dedicated professionals. They will
apply their expertise and the latest high fidelity conversion tools to your needs. And to ensure nothing slows down this
effort, they also provide Level2 help desk support to quickly resolve any activation or conversion issues.

To learn more write to : ics-services-offerings <icsso@us.ibm.com>

